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;4,-•ned Spacecraft Ceflter
Houston, Texas
In reply refer to: SG (NGIvh)
July 9 a 1963

PP,, :oPv!

z'cr the Acting Manager, Apollo Spacecraft Project Office

Sub.iectl Gdidace Comnutor for Apollo
Recent ::tudle=1 by MSC, FFIT„ Dell Comm., and leM have defined the
rolativ,P. chaT,J7teristics of the nresentnIT-HayLheon Comr:utsr and
the proT„,7,s,-.a
Co=uter beLns 7.1 ..anned for .o.turn
action 1,:ing :.:z..o.:iored by headquarters now is to develoT, the T,a
Cormutor z-;.o 4-1 1 ,,it it can be used for the Spacecraft also. In evaluatn;!
acttic,n further, some ad6itional
need to be
developa'd ant: one decisions or wroud rules established. These
are dicasseo as Zollows:
a, lo what extent will. Spacecraft modification be aoceotable in
aecommodin;;now computer at seJ:qe Zuture tir? The r.r:Yoo,7.ed
celJuLcr
not fit in the present space allocated in 1,116
Co liter fits, but must have more s'oace for ...a -ces
craft.
Frora2:,. This is much easier than it:cating
acLivie
ox. IX, we t4aut, to re-des.J.szn the Spacecraft now to make more room

in one _)lace?
b. I n1,7::_ning for a possible future ebe n ge La Comnuters, will
to -write P1 1.
07":2',::, or .'isould it be a =and
t:=7, no =ogram changes are requirad- The lot'Ocal
of
t-1-.e.
7P.chii:e is different to Lhe extent that complete re-7ror.rammin ,q
t:!:‘.ulo be rec.-aired. To preserve MIT ?rozra7ming with Tgl would
recuire a compete, new Computer design.
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c. In reolving NSC-MSFC interface problems, how different will
the two versions of the 1.N 7I Computer be permitted to grow? The problems mentioned above can be solved by building two different Mi
Cc;znput-t-3=, but this is not a 8 7:ree backup” from a IASA. standpoint.
On the other hand, agree? rig on in5truction code, word len1;;th, interrupt seq ,..lrance, etc., would be a monumental task and requi_re a new
Co:.nuter c.erip.ja, The effort so far with
is
our on:cv Compl4Ler man away from the existins: oroEram a rtes comn
p1eLe1y. The dc..ree to which the ler,ic is identical als3
arfects
the dew.ree to iNhich programs can be identinJ11, Can the rorthqhinal
packagina; be ditierent in the two aoplications, or must this ha
aleu?
d..
ere the relative administrative, manaF;ement and technical
responsibilities of MSC and MSFC in this matter? Who pays for what?
How do we (jecideY
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-21. thinkine aver how we might resolve theee oroblems, I have formed
the following opinions:

a. We 41ould proceed with the effort to mete the Tt1R etmeatible
with the Spacecraft needs with the understanding that it should be
pe--4 "e to use Tnii at some future date, but not necessarily convenient.
b. Plan no change to existing Spacecraft to accommodate the Tom?
Computer. The TEA Computer would be desiened to fit in the existing

hole plus a upill-over box that would be mounted in some other location with a minimum of re-design at the time the Tia was installed.
c. Plan to re-program when T ,Tt Ls used in the Soececraft. This
is a big effort, but the only practical solution.
d. It should be a requirement that only one basic TE1R Computer
be developed. The basic Computer should fit the hole in the Command
Module and this Dart should be common with Saturn. The "spill-over
'Pox" can be unique for the Spacecraft application, and other boxee
can be added for the Saturn aoplication. The I' `t version should be
derived from Dame simple (smaller) modification of the basic Coeputer.
With this set of rules, the major cost to MSC should consist of the
re-proerammine effort. The aa design effort could proceed aleoet
independently. We veuldn't plan to do any more until we really . got
serious apout changing over to T. If, however, we plan to do more
than this, or deviate in some manner from these rules, the amount of
coordination reouircd between nsc and MSFC could increase raeid3 y .
and could kccp an additional four or five people beev full tins, quite
easily. This doesn't sound like much of a'problem, but the existing
Dersoeeel problem is already. grim. We should have one full-time man
assigned to coordinate design data, in any event. If you have any
firm opinions on direction in these matters.
-14 appreciate
discussing the matter with ynu before the nee
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Manager ;
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